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Abstract
In this twenty first century, the importance of tourism sector in national economy is considered as a vital component.
Though the effects of tourism in different countries are not same, still most of the countries are in a competition to
attract more and more tourist. For this reason the countries, regions are taking some innovative, constructive and so
on policies to attract tourist. It is not only for the betterment of the direct related tourism services components, but
also indirect industries, personnel, agencies and so on.
South-Eastern Asia, a well-known tourist region is doing great in terms of number of visitors, boost up their
economies through direct and indirect tourism services, facing the employment challenges and so on. Even though
the region has some specific goals to meet up the expectations regarding tourism events, but still it is not enough to
face the current challenges as well as attract more tourists and visitors. In this case there could be a common
integrated tourism zone or sector that will help the participating countries to fulfill their expectation in recent years.
In this report we will try to find out to possible economic contribution by the travel and tourism industries while the
integration take place among the participating countries. We will explain the implementing pathways of integration
and maintaining the whole process. Besides we will also show the benefits of this integration and possible
shortcomings either.
Keywords: tourism, integration, South-eastern Asia, economic development
1. Introduction
Tourism is considered one of the world’s largest industries in terms of gross output. As the world’s growing industry,
tourism offers unparalleled opportunities for economic gain in many least developed countries. Developing countries
are trying to attract more and more tourist while as developed countries are enjoying this facility of earning foreign
currency which is contributing a big part of their national income.
The strong growth in tourism arrivals for Asia and the Pacific, particularly the sub regions of North-East Asia, South
Asia and South-East Asia is one indicator of the increased significance of tourism for developing countries. Visitors
worldwide have clearly recognized the attractiveness of tourism experiences in Asian and Pacific developing
countries in terms of the rich cultural heritage and natural environment. Many officials in these countries have seen
that tourism can be part of their development strategies, especially in economic terms. The south eastern countries
most of them are developing have a great potential in this sector. Some of the countries are doing very good towards
tourism industries possibilities, but still could be better if there are some further more necessary action could be
taken. For the geographical reason besides some other factors cam make this industry very much profitable for the
respected countries in this region. The govt. of the countries has taken number of steps to promote the tourism but
still not sufficient to create a great demand of their glorious products of unique natural and scenic beauty, oldest
archeological spots, very diversified cultural attractions and so on.
1.1 Research Objectives
The main objectives of the research are to resolve:


How integrated tourism can boost up respected countries economy.



What the positive effect of integrated tourism in the region and participating countries.
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Roadmap of implementing the integrated tourism sector.



Maintenance of this integration.
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The objective of the research was to find out the prevailing challenges and opportunities in the south-eastern Asian
(mainland) region and contribution to the economic development. Tourism sector integration could be a possible way
to meet the economics needs and demands while as development of these countries in the right direction. Our main
objective is to focus on this regard, find out the possible way to integrate the tourism sector, implementing the idea,
and also the consequences of the integration.
1.2 Scope of the Research
The scope of the search could be:
 Guideline for developing an integrated tourism sector in the south-east Asia.
 Pathways for implementing and maintaining the integration.
 Suggested economics contribution by the integration of the participating countries.
Tourism is not a traditional industrial sector, and is best understood as a range of responses to a particular consumer
demand. The activity of tourism creates demand for a wide range of products and services purchased by tourists and
travel companies, including a range of products supplied by other industrial sectors (e.g. food & beverage, building
supplies, crafts and soft furnishings), which are not traditionally thought of as part of the tourism sector. The
diversity of the industry and the high income elasticity in markets in the industrial and middle income countries
make tourism an attractive option for many developing countries.
1.3 Methodology
In this report we have mostly used the secondary information sources. We have covered the topics related to the title
from several books, journal, articles, and publications and so on. Some data we have used here were taken directly
from the UN websites. (UNWTO). Some data we have used for some calculations. Besides we have personally
talked with some close friends who already travelled these countries and region. I tried to explore their comments,
experiences, excitements, attitudes and so on. They have already shared with me their personal point of view
regarding their travel and tourism. What kinds of problem they faced, what kinds of opportunities they have
discovered, what kinds of privilege they gain and so on.
Furthermore, we have some friends who are studying and working somehow related to these topics from the
respective countries. They have shared their own point of view from their own experiences about their countries.
They have described their opportunities, threats and so on. They have also recommended something that might be
beneficial to their economic developments of the respective countries. We have also collected some secondary data
from the official website of the respected countries and tourism industries. Some statistical information has been
taken from these websites as well. All of cases we tried to keep the originality of the data and authenticity of the
information.
1.4 Literature Review
There were some researches concerning tourism sectors integration. A book named ‘Understanding and tourism
impacts, in integrated approach” by C Michael Hall and Alan E Lew. (2008). Here they tried to show and analyze the
impacts of tourism. They showed the impacts could be uni-dimensional (most of the cases), two way dimensional or
multidimensional (rare). The term "cross-border integration" has multiple definitions, particularly in the context of
studies on European integration (Anderson and Wever 2003; De Boe, Grasland and Healy 1999; Hansen and Serin
2007; Sohn, Reitel and Walther 2009). For cross-border regions, the integration process is fundamentally based on
the existence of interactions between areas separated by an international boundary. These interactions are not limited
to the economic sphere, but also concern other flows or transactions (migration, political relations, cultural
exchanges, etc). Border regions are “areas whose economic and social life is directly and significantly affected by
proximity to an international boundary” (Hansen, 1981). Some areas have great tourism potential. It is now somehow
proved that borders have a strong effect on tourism in borderland areas. Besides Matznetter (1979) highlighted some
of the connections between boundaries and tourism, and suggested a three-fold typology of spatial relationships
between the two: where the boundary line is distant from tourist areas (a), where a tourist zone exists adjacent to the
boundary on one side only (b), and tourist zones that extend across, or meet at the borders (c). The impacts on place,
people, and environment even on economy also included the eco-tourism. Tourism collaboration and partnershipspolicy practice and sustainability also has an impact on integration process. That measured by Bill Bramwell and
Bernard lane (editor, 2007)
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2. The Tou
urism Sector in
i South-Easteern Asian Cou
untries
Preliminary
y results releassed by the Pacific Asia Travel Association ((PATA), UNW
WTO Affiliate M
Member, show
wed that
international visitor arrivaals into Asia/Paacific destinatio
ons1 grew by 44% year-on-yeaar in May 20111, with the Soutth Asia
and Southeeast Asia sub-rregions recordiing particularly
y strong perfoormances for thhe month. Thee first five monnths of
2011 showed South Asia attracted a 15%
% increase in visitor
v
arrivals. Southeast Asiaa came second with 12%. Noortheast
Asia and th
he Pacific, on the other hand
d, only manageed 3%. Across the whole of Asia/Pacific thhe average groowth in
international visitor arrivaals was 5% forr the first five months
m
of 20111.
A recorded the
t largest arriv
vals gain of 16
6% during the m
month of May 2011, boosted by a 66% reboound in
Southeast Asia
arrivals to Thailand, as well
w as by stron
ng demand grow
wth for Vietnaam (+37%), Myyanmar (+33%
%), Cambodia (+12%)
and Singap
pore (+11%). In
nternational arrrivals to South Asia also show
wed strong grow
wth with a collective gain of 112% in
May, main
ntaining the sam
me pace of grrowth seen in 2010. All repoorting destinattions in this suub-region enjoyyed an
increase in foreign arrivalls, led by Nepal (+47%), Sri Lanka
L
(+39%), the Maldives ((+11%) and Inddia (+7%). Groowth in
arrivals to Northeast
N
Asiaa, however, waas a weak 0.6%
% for the monthh, highlighting the impact of sharply lower arrival
numbers to
o Japan (–50%)) and the declin
ne in the numb
ber of Japanesee visitors travellling to neighbooring destinations. In
addition to
o Japan, Chineese Taipei (–7%
%) and Chinaa (–1%) also reecorded fallingg arrivals num
mbers for the m
month.
Conversely
y, foreign arriv
vals growth fo
or Hong Kong
g SAR (+15%)), Macau SAR
R (+9%) and K
Korea (ROK) (+2%)
remained positive
p
during May 2011. Deespite recent diisasters and crrises, South-Eaast Asia managged to report ppositive
annual average growth off 4.1 per cent during
d
the perio
od from 1996 tto 2006. Cambbodia and Lao People’s Democratic
Republic are two countriees in the greateer Mekong Sub
b region, whichh had strong reesults. For Cam
mbodia, international
tourism recceipts had an average
a
annuall growth rate of
o 28.3 per cennt and 10.8 perr cent for Lao People’s Democratic
Republic during
d
the ten-y
year period. More
M
recently, in
nternational toourism receiptss increase by 20.0 per cent beetween
2005 and 2006
2
for Camb
bodia. Howeveer, each of the two Mekong sub region couuntries accounnted for less than one
per cent sh
hare of internatiional tourism receipts
r
in Asiaa and the Paciffic during 20055, while Cambbodia’s regionaal share
was 0.6 perr cent in 2006.
The tourism
m receipts in Asia and the Pacific made up 20.8 perceent of all interrnational touriism receipts inn 2006
compared with
w arrivals of
o 19.8 percent, suggesting th
hat the Asian aand Pacific reggion does slighhtly better on reeceipts
from intern
national tourism
m than it does on
o internationaal arrivals.
2.1 Importa
ance of Travel and Tourism in
i National Eco
onomies

Sources: Economics and Social Commiission for Asia and Pacific
From the above
a
graph wee can see the contribution
c
off direct tourism
m industry to thhe economy (G
GDP) as well aas with
the multiplier effects. In
n Cambodia th
he direct indu
ustry contributtion is 8.5 whhich is relativeely high. If w
we add
multiplier effects
e
it reach
hes up to 10 %, which is really
y good. The sittuation is almoost same in Vieetnam with muultiplier
effects. Lao PDR is bit low
l
but still in
n a satisfactory
y level. In casee of Thailand the direct induustry is near aabout 7
makes it up
p to 9% with in
nclusion of multiplier effects..
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If we go fo
or employmentt situation anallysis the picturre is almost sam
me. Most of thhe countries arre above 5% w
with the
multiplier effects.
e
So these countries where
w
unemploy
yment is a bigg problem, tourrism is playingg a vital role w
with no
doubt. But the situation could be better with good caree and timely pllan.

Graph 1. Percentage growth rate off tourism industtries and tourissm economy frrom (1995-20006) for Camboddia
From the above
a
graph we
w can see the percentage growth
g
rate off tourism induustries and touurism economies for
Cambodia for 12 years. The pink colo
or is indicating
g the economyy of the tourissm sector whiile as the bluee is for
industries. Actually it waas a mixed trend in the last deecade. It went uup for both of the indicator inn 1996. Then ssudden
sharp fall down at 1997
7. Then rises up
u again and fall
f down agaain. The worstt situation wass 2003. It show
ws the
negative grrowth. Again in
n 2004 it rises up dramaticallly but couldn’t consistent for long time.

Grap
ph 2. Percentag
ge growth rate of
o tourism indu
ustries and tourrism economy from (1995-20006) for LAOS
S
Here the co
olor graphs aree same as Camb
bodia. We can see the rise annd fall of the treend. It goes upp at 1995. Till 22004 it
seems like two years sam
me trends. Likee two years goes up then go down for two years. It had a drastic fall doown at
2003-2004. Then it rises up
u but couldn’t consistence.
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Graph
h 3. Percentagee growth rate off tourism indusstries and touriism economy ffrom (1995-20006) for Thailannd
In this grap
ph also the sam
me color indicaation. From 19
995 to 1999 thee growth rate ffalls down so ssharply. Then it rises
up at 2000 and after that the growth ratte was positivee for few yearss. Suddenly it sshows the negaative growth raate and
again posittive at 2006.

Graph
h 4. Percentagee growth rate off tourism indusstries and touriism economy ffrom (1995-20006) for Vietnam
m
g differences aat growth rate bbetween the toourism econom
my and
Same colorr indication ass above. Surpriisingly the big
industries in
i 1997 and 1998. Beside thiss, most of the years
y
the growtth rate was possitive growth rate except in 22004.
3. Matrix Analysis
A
for South-east
S
Asia (Mainland)
Let’s have a look at the SWOT matrix
x analysis regaarding tourism sector in the region. Here I tried to connect the
strength an
nd opportunities at one side allong with weak
kness and threaats in another.
3.1 Strengtth-Opportunityy Analysis(S-O))
This region
n is already a favorable tourist spot and deestination for ttourists and traaveler for theirr own attributees. The
scenic spotts, cheap cost, low price and
d so on attract tourists to vissit here. This iis off course a potential regiion for
tourism. Iff the respectiv
ve government or responsiblle persons takee some immeddiate effectivee step, that coould be
possible. Sub
S regional co
ooperation is an
a important element
e
for touurism developpment along thhe Mekong Rivver. In
1995, the Governments
G
of
o Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democrattic Republic, T
Thailand and V
Viet Nam signned the
Agreementt on the Coopeeration for the Sustainable Development
D
off the Mekong River Basin annd identified toourism
as one of th
he areas of coo
operation.
Though thiis region is callled the south-east Asia and there are somee similarities bbetween cultures, places and so on,
but the disssimilarities aree also too much that can eaasily attract thee tourists. Now
w a day’s morre and more loocal or
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regional people are interested to spend their holidays out of their own respective countries. So, if there are some
specific projects for specific target group that will also increase the number of potential tourist. Short vacation or
holidays can be a target time. Now a day’s people want to get the different cultural taste and different lifestyles even
for few days. This region can be ideal place for ecotourism. These days the ecotourism is getting more popular. An
integrated policy can make this possible.
This is very true that, this region is very potential for tourism industry. The respective governments can earn huge
revenue from these industries. Besides the foreign currency as more and more foreigners are interested for this region.
Already the numbers of foreign travelers are increasing at a good rate which can lead a top destination for travelers
for local, regional and international travelers. Still this region is comparatively cheap destination for travelers
compare to European or other destinations. The basic needs for the travelers are not so expensive while the good
entertainment is also possible in a medium expensive way. Various kinds of accommodations, foods, transportations,
dressings, shopping etc. are still not very expensive which might lead favorable destinations for the potential
travelers. Well, the responsible organizations are working for the development of tourism sector of this region. But
still there are lots of potential places that could be a great scenic spots and attract more tourists. For the limitation of
responsible organizations or governments, sometimes it is not so easy to cope up with the situations or handle the
situations. So it might be ore easy or handle the situation if the countries co-operate with each other. That will of
course for mutual benefit and their own too. Asia and the Pacific, currently the world´s second strongest region in
terms of international tourist receipts, received a record number of tourist arrivals in 2011 (216 million international
tourists – a 6% increase on 2010 figures). According to UNWTO projections, these numbers are expected to increase
by a further 4-6% during 2012. Regionally, as well as globally, travel is a major industry which has the potential to
generate millions of jobs, bring economic growth and diversification and promote regional development. As well as
this, travel can be a strong contributor to poverty reduction and development in poorer parts of the world.
3.2 Weakness-Threat Analysis (W-T)
Although there is evidence that some tourism destinations have developed without conscious strategic and integrated
planning, many of them have experienced unforeseen consequences which have led to their deterioration. Many
reasons are offered for tourism planning, not least the advocacy that planning is the best way of extending the vital
life-cycle of a destination by providing a means of anticipating changes, adjusting to the demands of change, and
exploring new opportunities.
Organization structure and personnel system at central, provincial, district levels are not yet sufficient to meet the
demand of qualitative standards. Mandate of the organizational machinery is not balanced with the growth in tourism.
The knowledge and understanding of social public towards tourism is not deepened. Working style of each level are
not oriented to new quality. No ownership and creative ideas. Most of staffs are waiting for orders. Inter-agency
coordination between public and private is not harmonized and continuous. Each is on their own ways. Coordination
among sectors concerned and local levels is not well done. Provisions and regulations are not sufficient and updated.
4. Integrated Tourism Pathways
Here is the proposed integrated tourism pathway for the South-East Asian countries. I have developed this flow chart
on the basis is current legislation in the respective area. Also the real situation has been taken to consideration as
well.
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Flow
F
chart
w chart of the whole
w
process that could be implementingg in the integraated tourism seector in
Here we caan see the flow
the region. In the top theere is the govt. Of the countries or the touri
rism ministry w
who will controol the local auuthority
(LA) of theese countries. The
T supreme power
p
will be taken
t
by the loocal authority bby the recomm
mendations of thhe LA.
LA will sellect the preferrred zone or areea of the respeccted country. T
Then they will report to the ggoverning bodyy (GB)
about the primary
p
selectiion of the places. If the goveerning body (G
GB) accept it oor have some rrecommendatioon they
will report back to the lo
ocal authority (LA)
(
and locall authority willl report to the govt. or supreeme power. Affter the
place selecction GB will make
m
the policcy and will imp
plement in thee selected areass. We can the steps that marrked in
the maroon
n color.
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Step 2:
After implement in the short areas, GB will invite the LA to find out the effects or making the next decisions. LA
will investigate the effects and will report to the GB. if everything goes well and all of the parties agreed to continue
or make it larger the GB will implement the rules and regulation and will finance in the preferred zone . The SP will
support the GB to invest or other financial helps. If all of the parties or countries don’t agree to continue or make it
large they can wait or watch the effects of the other countries. The step 2 is indicated by the color light blue.
Step 3:
When the decision has taken to make the project large, GB will open some other branch and they will work as an
institution. There will be several departments under the supervision of the GB. Initially it could be maintenance,
marketing, economy and finance, environment and sustainability, policy making and implementing. All of these
departments have to report the GB monthly and annually basis. On the base of the report GB will make and report
and send to local authority on every month. Local authority will prepare a annual report and submit to the supreme
power (SP). If there is something wrong within any departments, they can take help from the GB.
5. Conclusion and Recommendation
Tourism activity is becoming more competitive, more extensive, more complicated, and more demanding of host
communities and their culture and environment. In order for the tourism enterprise in any destination area to respond
positively to these challenges, it is necessary for tourism planning to be practiced in a fashion commensurate with the
needs of the destination area and the nation. Integrating tourism planning into official planning – whether economic,
social, welfare, environmental, infrastructure, or cultural – has been slow, and remains unusual. The ideal model
would be a national/regional/local comprehensive planning system in which tourism is an integral component. This
model is rare, which is not surprising, as the various component strategies within tourism are seldom integrated. The
important aims at two levels are for the various interests, requirements and needs to be fused together into a
composite, integrated strategic tourism plan for tourism to be planned with the intention of being fused into the social
and economic life of a region and its communities.
Tourism planning has been beset by a number of new challenges. Among these new challenges could be a response
to the threat of environmental deterioration along with recognition that tourism can be synergized with protected
areas. The principles of sustainable development with Special interest tourism, Ecotourism, Conservation and
resource protection, Destination identity and Public sector and private sector co-operation is also very important for
such types of tourism integration. The danger could be that tourism will become over-planned. Rather than act as a
constraint, the new approaches to tourism planning may be Foster new planning concepts and processes, be
open-ended as well. The important characteristics of integrated tourism planning might be a good decision-making
structure designed to link tourism with other sectors of economic and infrastructure development along with An
approach which is strategic and goal-oriented rather than being re-active and preventative. Besides, A structure
which can accommodate inputs and influences from the tourism industry, other sectors of government, and the
affected community and A process which is purposive and deliberate, but which is also flexible to adjust to changing
circumstances with A process which is guided by principles of good management is also considerable. It is important
in designing a planning process to adopt a procedure that is understandable, defensible, where decisions can be
traced and where the value judgments inherent in protected area planning are made explicit. Most of all, it is essential
that all stakeholders are appropriately involved in the process. Making management decisions about tourism in
protected areas is not easy; it involves not only protected area managers but also affected citizens, including the local
public, visitors, private operators and scientists. An efficient transport infrastructure has been considered as a key
component that directly influences the competitiveness of a country’s travel and tourism industry. For countries in
Asia and the Pacific, this includes an accessible, high-quality air traffic network, established tourism infrastructure,
and a well-developed multi-modal ground transportation network. As suggested by WEF, the importance of various
factors and variables that make up travel and tourism competitiveness is likely to vary depending on each country’s
stage of development. Determining the dynamics of building up infrastructure as well as the air and ground transport
network in different development and geographical contexts could be based on systematically comparing economies
in various stages of development, identifying specific key success factors and learning lessons that can be applied for
particular groups of countries
5.1 Towards Collaborative Travel
The next decade and beyond will see a qualitative shift in the travel experience. The future of travel is likely to be
shaped by technological innovations which reduce stress, uncertainty and chaos. At every step of the journey, travel
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will be enhanced by greater and more fluid interaction with other travelers and travel providers. But all this is only
possible by new technologies and innovations which will underpin and enable this greater fluidity and interaction to
become a reality.
5.2 The Experience of Being Elsewhere
Our experience of a place will increasingly be seen through the lens of other people who are simultaneously there
with us or have been there previously. Travel will become more about depth rather than breadth of experience, as we
come to realize that all places are layered according to their history and culture of who is there and who else has been
there previously. Furthermore, as the boundary between travel for leisure and travel for work will blur, this
collaborative experience of travel will impact on business travel as well. Continued emphasis on work-life balance
and wellbeing at work may mean employers increasingly allow people to take time off either side of a business trip.
The business traveler could, in other words, become the business tourist.
5.3 Information Exchange
Peer groups, the internet and experts will form an information eco-system which will be more collaborative than the
one-to-one transactional relationships that predominate today. As technologies make it easier for people to tag and
review all aspects of travel experience, travelers will be influenced by peer groups much more. Moreover, as data on
payments is shared and integrated, it will leave a trail of digital breadcrumbs, tracing where we’ve been and what
we’ve done. Travelers will be able to browse and learn from this layer of information, and for the travel provider,
digital breadcrumbs are likely to become an important customer-profiling tool. There will also be an opportunity for
travel providers to participate in the wider information eco-system. Helping users navigate their way through this
will be one of the main ways travel providers; particularly travel agents can add value. Travel providers will have a
big role to play in this new age of collaborative travel. However, they will need to shift focus from satisfying the
needs and wants of the traveler as an individual, to providing the environment for networks and flows of travelers as
a group to move and flourish.
5.4 Easy Visa Policy or Single Visa Policy
The participating countries could be come to an agreement that will let them make the visa policy much easier or
even single visa policy for preferred zone. That will not only encourage the neighboring countries tourist but also the
regional as well as international tourist to pay a visit in the preferred zone. Ultimately it will help to boost up the
concerning countries. There are lots of international travelers avoid to travel some countries just because of visa
complicacy.
5.5 Special Zone / Preferred Tourism Area
Special zone or preferred area should be making under the policy of the local government and the governing body.
That will simplify the integration and will ease to control the whole process. It will also help to reduce the cost
investment and marketing.
5.6 Special Transportation Route and System
Easy and convenient route can be built for transportation. At the same time the natural attraction could be a factor
while thinking to make a new route or re-building the old route. Special transportation system should be formed at
least within the zone. There are various kinds of transportation that could be facilitated the friendly and attractive
offer for the travelers. Not only for the domestic or regional, international tourist facility should be intended in the
transportation mega plan.
5.7 Single/Common Currency
There should a single currency in the preferred zone so that the visitor can get rid of the currency converting troubles.
It will make their journey more comfortable and willing to spend more while travelling. Another alternative option
could be availability of currency converting agencies or institutions in the respected areas.
5.8 Unique/Common Visa
Unique visa can be offered for the preferred zone. This visa could be for single or even multiple entrances in the
respected areas. Many travelers are facing the problems for getting visas or finding the difficulties to get the adequate
information regarding entry policy. Such kinds of drawbacks could be minimized by introducing the unique visa
policy for the respected countries preferred area.
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5.9 Common Tourist Guide Facility
Some of the tourists don’t like to change the guides along the whole journey. So maybe there could be some trained
tourist guide who can be with the team or even some individuals during the whole journey. These guides should be
well trained up according to the respected countries history, political situation, culture and so on. This can helps the
travelers to have a smooth and wonderful travel.
5.10 Improved Accommodation Facility
Well even there are some good hotels and residence places in these countries, but it still not enough. Since the plan
for preferred zone is to attract more and more tourists, obviously there should have a nice accommodation for them.
It should include several classes from lower to upper high.
5.11 Assurance of High Security
Security is a very important issue these days. All sort of people are concern of the security for their travelling
concern. Last few decades the lack of security affected much for tourism industry. Govt. Of the respected country
should support the governing body to ensure the security of the preferred place as well the whole region.
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